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Introduction
										Everyone makes a New Year’s
									resolution. Rarely do people make the
								investment in themselves required to change. 		
							
Normal people don’t have the dedication to chase
something day-in and day-out. Salespeople are a different breed. They know life is a
staircase, it takes effort to get to the top.
Reaching the next level of salesmanship requires an honest evaluation of yourself. It
takes guts. If you’re willing to put in the work and become a sales leader in
2017, this guide will help you get there.
How do you know when you’re on the way to the next level?
When you’re uncomfortable. When you expect more and
more out of yourself and deliver 100% each time. If
you consistently stay uncomfortable; contacting
more leads, surpassing your quota, and refining
your sales skills - you’ll develop into a better sales
professional this year.
Read this guide with your future self in mind. When you make
your goals for 2017, make sure they push you to be a better
version of yourself.

Chapter 1
Setting Goals
Why are Goals Important?
It’s rare to find a sales rep who doesn’t have goals – they are an integral aspect of most
any sales organization. Goals serve to set the expectations for sales reps and drive
them to perform at a higher level and to be held accountable. For management, they
are a way to measure individual rep performance and set team benchmarks. Lastly,
studies have shown that setting goals boosts sales rep motivation and achievement.
And they drive innovation by making reps think outside the box – what must they do
differently to always be improving and to hit those seemingly impossible targets?
Goals also encourage sales reps and leadership to take a step back and look at the
bigger picture. As the year progresses, it’s easy to get caught up in day-to-day business
processes and activities and sometimes forget organizational objectives. Reviewing
goals regularly can help reps re-focus their priorities and stay on-track.
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Setting Smart Goals
Smart goals are regular goals, but with superpowers. They
have the ability to make normal goals achievable - and
make you look like a superhero. They keep your strategy
specific, measurable, accountable, realistic, and timely.
These attributes decide whether a goal stays a dream or
becomes reality.
• Specific goals have very precise objectives. Know
		
exactly what you want to achieve.
• Measurable goals are easy to assess. You should
		
be able to track your progress daily.
• Accountable goals are ones you can be held to. If
		you don’t put in the work, you’ll know where the
		
problem lies.
• Realistic goals are possible, they are within your 		
		
ability and position.
• Timely goals are within reach. They’re achievable
		
this year (and day-by-day).
Combining every element of SMART goals gives you a
reachable target to hit for the year. This is the best way to
develop as a salesperson - hold yourself accountable for
consistent and possible results.
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Making a Plan to Achieve
Your Goals
“Stretch goals” are those objectives that
are intentionally and knowingly difficult
to achieve but attainable with some
additional effort and focus. They should
be beyond your comfort zone but not
completely unrealistic. And more often
than not, they are connected to quota.
But just because those numbers exist,
that doesn’t mean every rep knows exactly
what they need to do in order to hit
monthly, quarterly, and annual revenue
targets. Thus, a plan is important in
turning those stretch goals into a reality.
A plan helps sales reps to develop
short-term goals to hit long-term
objectives. It makes the bigger picture
more manageable and attainable, as well
as guides reps in prioritizing their efforts.
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Follow these basic steps to get started:

1
2
3
4
5

Create a timeline, outlining daily and weekly tasks and making sure to build in
enough time for those unexpected events that inevitably arise.

Identify key milestones and set deadlines based on what you need to achieve in
order to stay on-target. This is also how you will know that your performance is
on-track to hit year-end numbers.
Outline a consistent workflow related to specific sales goals or activities. Be
sure to identify what resources you may need to operate at peak efficiency and
effectiveness.
Prepare for obstacles and other difficulties that may be standing between you
and success. This could be anything from new competitors in the space and
unexplored geographic territories to economic uncertainty in the industry and
having to battle the status quo.
Review your plan regularly to stay on-track. How are you stacking up against
your benchmarks and KPIs? Who can you talk to if you need help or advice
(peers, superiors, sales coach, etc).

Remember, a goal without a plan is just a dream!
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Chapter 2

Structuring Your
Territory
The main goal for any sales team is to
maximize the amount of time their field reps
spend face-to-face with current customers
and prospective leads. Whether you have a
small or vast geographic territory to manage,
mapping your sales territories efficiently is
vital to sales management success in 2017.
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Benefits of a Structured Territory
Structuring a territory is essentially aligning your
customers and leads in an orderly way geographically
to enhance closing deals. Managers with a successfully
designed sales territories enjoy many benefits:
• Reduce your sales cost

Almost 40% of B2B
organizations did not
structure their sales
territories in 2015
Bridge Group

• Maximize sales coverage
• Target key customers and improve current
		customer relationships
• Target potential prospects and generate new leads
• Ensure the happiness and success of your field
		sales representatives
• Provide your sales force with defined areas of
		
accountability
• Reduce field sales training times
• Ultimately drive the future of the company
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Before rolling out your maps, first
think about the future. Will you be
hiring or reducing staff this year?
Include your new hires into your structure plan even if they are not
yet on-boarded. Second, are some
areas more densely populated with
accounts than others? Schedule
times to get feedback from current
field sales reps about their workload.
As a sales manager, the last thing
you want is to lose your best reps to
a competitor due to unhappiness or
being overworked. Surprisingly, you
might find that some want to take on
more work or different challenges,
while others may feel their territory
distribution is unfair. Integrated sales
territories result in balanced
workloads for your sales force,
allowing them greater career
satisfaction, motivation, and ultimately
earning potential for the company.

For both managers and reps,
designing a sales territory starts with
the ability to visualize your accounts
geographically. There are a variety of
mapping applications available on the
market today that teach sales teams
how to manage a sales territory
depending on a company’s objectives.
Badger Maps is currently the number
one field sales application in the Apple
app store, and the only one that
provides live traffic updates. Teams
can optimize routes between
meetings, reducing drive time and
improving fuel efficiency. Badger also
allows you to rank appointments by
priority or key metrics and incorporate
your favorite restaurants or hotels
along the route. Most importantly,
Badger can help teams plan out their
routes ahead of time.
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Plan Routes Ahead of Time
If you are in field sales, planning your
route in advance is imperative. If you are
scrambling to figure out which accounts
to see the day of, you are wasting time
that could have been spent generating
new leads in your assigned territory. Sales
people close 1 in 3 qualified leads on
average, so the more leads you have, the
more sales there are to close. Closing more
deals builds credibility as a great sales rep
and encourages future promotions. Failure
to plan ahead could mean lost promotion
opportunities. Plan routes at least 2 days
in advance for the sake of your future sales
career!

Sales people close
1 in 3 qualified leads
on average
Engage
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Time is the variable that
reps have the most control over.
Making the most of it can drive sales
effectiveness and boost revenue.

Planning ahead the accounts you
must see on a given day allows reps to
visualize the wiggle room available for
squeezing in leads or other important
accounts in the neighborhood. Check
in with that high-revenue key account
that’s been neglected right around
the corner. Was a meeting cancelled
on short notice and now you have an
extra hour? Since you planned ahead,
plug in a lead to approach during that
time.
Planning out your routes ahead of
time cuts the busy work and tedious
administrative tasks in half, resulting
in more meetings and more closed
deals. Using a sales territory mapping
software is essential for success and
efficiency in the field.
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Chapter 3

Creating New
Opportunities
If you truly want a successful 2017, it is
important to expand your horizons. Being
proactive and staying ahead of the curve are
tremendous ways of distinguishing yourself
as a useful employee. The best salespeople
recognize untapped markets and can
develop strategies to generate new leads
outside of their normal customer base.
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The Importance of Finding New Leads in the New Year
							
Leads are the foundations of deals. They offer you an
							
introduction to possible new customers so you can
							
begin to build a relationship. An increase of 5% in 		
							
daily lead generation will significantly impact your 		
							
overall performance, especially over a large period of
							time. Potential leads are everywhere, sometimes 		
							
even right under your nose. There are many ways to 		
							
uncover them, you just need to know where to look.

94% of organizations
have increased their
sales targets this year
ROI4Sales
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With lead generation, it is always
a good idea to start in familiar
territory. Initially, try not to stray too
far from what worked best before.
Identify your strongest customers
and see what they have in common
and characteristics that they share.
By segmenting your data to include
only your best clients, you will find
interested prospects outside your
normal lead generation channels.
Your best customers are also your
best ambassadors. If they are
continually spending money on your
product, they are likely also praising
your company to their colleagues and
friends. By targeting people in similar
social and professional networks, you
can almost insure they have already
been exposed to your product in an
organic and positive way.

If you do e-commerce, try looking
at untargeted regions of the country,
or even around the globe. Often,
implementing your local lead
generation process in different
regions is enough to effectively reach
new prospects. However, it is
important to consider cultural
differences and do your research
on your target market culture norms.
Having an off-putting first impression
with a customer can dramatically
decrease their chances of purchasing.
Expanding internationally is a great
way to find new customers and disrupt your competitors. Saying you
have a presence around the globe
establishes credibility, especially if
you compete with companies who
only operate domestically.
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Once you have exhausted your familiar
channels, it is time to get inventive and
uncover an untapped market. Brainstorm
other uses for your product. Go through
your day and pay attention to what you are
doing and who you see, making note of new
opportunities. This strategy is also a great
place to start looking for new leads and can
give you ideas about fresh sales messaging.
The most important part of effective lead
generation is getting there first. Sales is like
the gold rush. You need to prospect and
claim your territory. The earlier you get
there, the less competition you will have. It
is important to keep up with industry trends
because consumers are far more likely to
purchase the first product they find. The
worst thing to hear on a sales call is that
someone is already happy with another
solution. Leave those statements for your
competitors to hear by quickly identifying
untapped markets.
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One of easiest way to find new leads
is having them come to you.
Organic search traffic, otherwise
known as getting your website search
engine optimized (SEO), produces
highly interested leads because they
were already on the prowl for a
product like yours.
Ambassador programs are a great
way to generate organic traffic and
reach new people. If you offer
rewards for references, ambassadors
will be more eager to sign on because
it is a win-win situation. If you do not
want to develop an entire program,
sending referral links is a good way to
replicate the traffic generation of an
ambassador program.
Even if you have the best sales skills in the world, they are useless if you do not have
anyone to sell to. If you really want to be successful in 2017, improving your lead
generation is a great first step. Leads are the foundations of deals, and if they are
strong, you can build solid deals and reach new heights.
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Get Organized, then Get Inventive
It’s hard to think about generating new leads if you are having a hard time keeping
track of even your current customers. New businesses may not yet feel the stress of
unorganized client data. If you do not have an electronic data system in place, as
your business grows you will begin to feel overwhelmed taking on newer clients.
That means losing revenue! With a client tracking data system in place, you can
easily keep track of where your customers are in their life cycle of your company.
Tracking customer information closely allows your company to get inventive to drive
more business. You can uncover potential up-selling opportunities when you see a
long-term customer gaining traction with your product or service. You can also
entertain the idea of cross-selling different products or services to current clients if
they are growing in a direction you deem relevant for the cross sale.
And don’t forget to follow up with your prospects. A successful sales career rides on
always doing what you say you are going to do. If you offered a call demo, a discount,
or even agreed to attend a party or conference with your client, keep your word. If
you you tried cross-selling to a customer and they said check back within 6 months,
check back in after 4 months. There are thousands of different ways to keep track of
your notes or call appointments. Whether a fancy app or a classic day scheduler,
pick the solution that is right for you. Problems sometimes happen, but do your best
to communicate a failed follow through immediately, or cancel your appointment at
least 24 hours in advance.
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Managing & Engaging with
Existing Customers
It is vital to a business to manage your
engagement with customers. Customers
care about your product or service, but
they also are influenced by how you engage
with them. Keep in mind how you can leave
a positive impact on them through the
engagement your business provides.
First, perfect your messaging. Understand your
customers’ pain-points and how your product or service can solve these problems.
Develop copy for your customers that clearly presents this value. Differentiate your
business from your competitors to maintain your current customers and convert
further users in your target market.
Next, identify different channels in which to engage: blogs, social media, emails,
phone, etc. Test what works best for your company and product. Measure how each
communication method compares to the others. Measure traffic on your blogs and
social media. Track negative and positive email responses, and work on testing
different messages. Over the phone, listen to tone of voice and feedback from
customers to further understand what they value.
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Combine your best messaging with your
best engagement methods. The optimal
combinations will present the value that
customers want in the form they want to
receive. Build out your engagement to
make your product truly showcase the
benefits each customer can gain with
continued use.
To continue improving the customer
experience, reach out more often to your
customers to ensure that they are
benefiting from every advantage that
your company provides. Continuously
measure their response to your overall
communication. Once you have developed
successful messaging and methods to
communicate, continue to measure how
these techniques are working. Set-up an
ongoing evaluation of your engagement
with your customers to insure you are
creating an optimum experience with
your company.
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Chapter 4

Living the Life of
a Rainmaker
While it’s important to practice good
salesmanship, it’s equally important to
practice proper self-care. Sales is an
exciting and challenging career, and it can
get extremely stressful. Maintaining good
health and stress management practices
improves your quality of life, and in turn
helps you perform better on the job.
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Managing Stress
When you’re balancing clients
and deals, life as a sales rep can
sometimes get stressful. In order to
perform at your best, it’s important
to keep your stress levels down and
remain calm during stressful periods.
Listening to calming music, or taking
10 minutes to sit down and journal
are excellent methods to lower your
stress levels. Meditation is also a
great way to calm yourself down,
and it’s been proven to improve
your ability to focus. Even taking five
minutes to practice some slow and
steady breathing techniques can
help decrease tension and put your
mind at ease.
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Staying Active
Staying active and exercising are important factors for your health. Regular physical
activity has been shown to increase happiness, improve memory, promote selfesteem, and improve overall sleep.
Even with a busy schedule as a sales rep, there are ways to get your body moving
more often. An easy, yet effective, way to increase physical activity is by taking the
stairs instead of the elevator. Another useful idea is to park your car further away from
the door, forcing yourself to walk more. If you live close enough, try biking or walking
to work every day.
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Eating Right
Maintaining a healthy diet has been shown to decrease risk for cardiovascular disease,
obesity, diabetes, and high blood pressure. Eating healthy also improves your mood,
which in turn improves your sales.
At first it might seem challenging to change what you eat, but simple changes add up
to make a big impact on your diet. To start, it’s always better to make your lunch for
work, not only does this save money but you also control the calorie content of your
meal.
											Choosing to drink water during
											
your meal, instead of soda or 		
											alcohol, also helps cut calories.
											
Ultimately, it should be a goal to 		
											
incorporate five fruits and
											
vegetables into your diet per day.
											
Try working your way up to this
											
goal by making an effort to eat at
											
least three fruits throughout the
											
course of the day.
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Chapter 5
Leveraging
Technology

High-performing sales teams
use 3x more sales technology
than under-performing teams
Salesforce

Technology has come a long way over the past several years and continues to evolve
at an increasingly faster pace than ever before. We now have tools that can impact
every stage of the buying process – pre-sale to post-sale, from identifying decisionmakers to recommending relevant content. But while organizations are building out
their sales teams and chasing more aggressive sales goals, they aren’t necessarily
scaling their processes, best practices, and sales stacks effectively, resulting in an
industry-wide decline in sales productivity, and thus revenue.
And in today’s increasingly competitive business environment, equipping reps with
the right tools is essential to maximizing their performance. This is where the sales
stack comes into play. The success of the sales organization is dependent on how
well leadership can develop a sales process that leverages technology and how well
reps use the tooling that they have available to them.
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KnowledgeTree
A sales enablement tool such as
KnowledgeTree arms sales teams
with the tools, knowledge, and
content to improve sales execution
and drive revenue. It helps sales
reps add value to the sales process
and enables them to become
subject matter experts.
And when sales teams deliver the
right message at the right time to
buyers, they engage prospects,
convert leads, and close opportunities faster. In fact, our customers have seen a 20%
increase in sales team productivity, a 46% lift in core selling time, and 2x increase in
sales quota attainment.
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Badger Maps
Time is money in this day and age. The world is a busy place. Sales professionals are
on the road and trying to reach as many customers as possible in a shorter space of
time than ever before. New sales technology has come in leaps and bounds over the
last few years and continues to do so. Salespeople are always looking to get one step
ahead of their competitors. With Badger Maps you have the ability to optimize your
routes to the fullest, and get around to your customers in the shortest time possible.
Route optimization will help save you money and time.
											
You can also take advantage of
											
Badger Maps lead generation.
											
Simply use specific keywords like
											‘podiatrist’ or ‘radiologist’, and
											
our mapping platform will
											
instantly find new leads for you
											that are literally right around the
											
corner! This is a powerful tool to
											
help identify the newest leads in
											your particular area. On average, 		
											
Badger customers get 25% more
											
meetings after using the software.
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Chapter 6
Getting
Promoted

“

A goal is a dream
with a deadline.
Napoleon Hill

Setting goals and building a plan to follow through, structuring your territory,
generating new leads, staying healthy, properly leveraging business/customer data,
and using the correct sales software platforms effectively - these are all key
components of being successful in sales.

”

And eBooks like this, industry newsletters, blogs, infographics, white papers, podcasts,
and trade conventions can all help you keep up with current sales trends, technologies,
and best practices. This type of knowledge enables the sales rep to position themselves
as a trusted advisor, participate in meaningful engagements with the prospect or
customer, and add value to the sales conversation. But how do you make that
transition from an average sales person to a top performer?
The following tips will help you to become an A-player who surpasses their goals and
plays an integral part in the organization’s sales success.
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Hard & Soft Sales Skills
Hard skills are teachable abilities that
simply take effort and time to
develop. They include thoroughly
understanding and staying up to date
with current technology, using sales
software platforms effectively, finding
leads, and prospecting. Implementing
and correctly utilizing marketing
automation platforms or leveraging
data analysis platforms for sales affect
both individual and team success.
Soft skills are intuitive, peopleoriented, psychological abilities that
vary as much as personality does. Soft
skills are especially important for
people in the sales industry, as you
meet face-to-face with clients,
customers, or other business reps
daily. Sometimes these skills can be
undervalued since they cannot be
trained or measured.

However, spending time improving on
these will ultimately lead you down
the path to success. Utilizing effective
communication, both written and
verbal, is one of the primary soft skills
to have in sales. Communication skills
will help you when conducting product
demos, giving presentations, taking
phone calls, and sending emails.
Other soft skills to cultivate include
remaining flexible, positive and
confident in tough situations.
Salespeople who demonstrate
empathy, humility, and integrity will
be viewed as trustworthy sources
to purchase from. Demonstrating a
strong drive, focus, poise and keeping
commitments will help you gain trust
from upper management to take on
bigger projects. Being coachable and
open to growth signals you are
interested in learning more and
gaining traction in your career.
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Stay Noticeable
It’s hard to get promoted if the
management is not aware of what you
have accomplished. Value-add
achievements are ones that get you
promoted and usually occur outside
of your job description. Besides
reaching your quota, offer to take on
a side-project, share best practices, or
help solve a problem for the team.
Getting noticed can be tricky in sales
since reps often work remotely and
may be just one of many in a large
sales force. Your key stakeholder for
the promotion (the boss) has limited
visibility of your accomplishments
unless you effectively and favorably
communicate them. Use appropriate
channels to stay top of mind for when
an opening comes available.
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Besides using email, phone or conference calls as channels, make sure to ask if you
can schedule a 15-20 minute face-to-face meeting on your boss’s calendar when
appropriate. If you are going into the office from the field for whatever reason (a sales 		
			
meeting, training, or just stopping by to pick up supplies), email your
			
boss beforehand and ask to meet briefly during your next visit. Then
			
bring to the table a relevant topic or update them on the side project
			
you are making big gains on. Be sure your conversation is applicable to 		
			
them, otherwise your meeting will simply be a waste of time for both 		
			
parties and cause annoyance.
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

Keep a running list of your achievements. Then, come prepared to talk 		
about the best and most appropriate ones. In-line with this, keep your		
resume up-to-date and showcase sales success numerically. State how 		
you exceeded goals or benchmarks. For example stating “consistently
exceeds quota by at least 15% every quarter” is far better than only
saying “surpassed team goals year-over-year”. Don’t generalize
accomplishments. As a salesperson, answer in detail what you sold,
who you sold to, and precisely how much you sold.
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Seek Out Coaching
The B2B selling space is constantly evolving, with shifting funnel dynamics and
better-informed buyers. Accordingly, sales reps must seek out coaching to acquire
relevant insights and guidance about selling to these prospects, and they must adapt
to buyers’ changing expectations for customer experience. More importantly, sales
coaching needs to be an ongoing activity, due to the pace of the market and the fact
that almost 90% of training content is forgotten within weeks.
					
					
					
					
					
					
					
					
					
					
					
					

Also don’t be afraid to leverage automated sales coaching
tools when they are available to you. With features such as
playbooks, your sales leaders can provide just-in-time
coaching and best practices to ensure you have the
information and guidance to further the deal. Information
such as talk tracks, training materials, kill sheets, and
persona-based selling tips can be instantly accessible to reps
for any given sales situation. And sales enablement’s
data-driven coaching determines which training materials
and content are most effective, outlines best practice
next-steps for sales reps, and helps to replicate the processes
of top performers.
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Overcome Rejections
Rejection can be demoralizing. Being
constantly told ‘no’ is exhausting, but
for every time you hear that word, you
are that much closer to hearing ‘yes’.
Having that never-say-die mentality
is vitally important if you want be a
successful in any part of life, not only
sales. In fact, failure is often used as
motivation to succeed.
It’s often said that the definition of
insanity is repeating the same thing
over and over again and expecting
different results. It’s important not to
become stuck in a rut -- improvement,
learning, and openness to change are
key to success. If you’re getting
rejection after rejection, change
something. It could be something as
simple as your tone of voice, attitude
or stance.
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Use Data to Improve
and Advance
Data has become a powerful tool
for the modern sales rep, and one
that you can’t afford to ignore. Datadriven sales strategies have been
proven to decrease organizational
costs, increase forecasting accuracy,
optimize productivity and
effectiveness, and boost revenue
and funnel conversion rates. Other
benefits include more objective
performance and improvement
measures, smarter decision-making,
more precise predictions, and
improved pipeline visibility.

As sales becomes more data-driven,
metrics above and beyond just
revenue are becoming increasingly
important. Sales leadership wants to
measure those activities that are
responsible for revenue increases, as
well as uncover opportunities to drive
change. But data means nothing if
you are not willing, or able, to turn it
into actionable insights. And in such
a competitive space, making decisions
that are based on guesswork, gut
feeling, hunches, instinct, intuition, or
whim just won’t cut it anymore. Make
a point to identify appropriate and
relevant KPIs, to collect and analyze
this information regularly, and to use
the resulting insights to effectively
guide your sales strategies.
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When sales analytics and sales dashboards come together, they can offer invaluable
insights about the efficiency and effectiveness of sales reps in driving revenue by
illustrating pipeline conversions and highlighting stages where opportunities advance,
stall, or fall out of the sales process. For example, maybe the organization needs more
SDRs at the top of the funnel, maybe you need more sales training for activities in the
middle of the funnel, or maybe the marketing department needs to create more ROI
content for the bottom of the funnel.
Consider these additional scenarios:
• Your data could show that prospects are stalling at certain stages in the sales
		
process and having trouble advancing to the next stage. This could indicate
		
that there are content gaps for that particular stage – either sales reps don’t
		
know how to find the right collateral or marketing needs to create new
		
relevant content. This could also indicate that additional training is needed
		
to handle prospect hesitations at that step.
• Your data could show that prospects are falling out of the pipeline at specific
		
stages. This could possibly indicate a high volume of prospects and limited
		
resources to handle the situation. Coaching could help reps prioritize their
		
time and ensure they are receiving the right guidance to help handle the
		situation.
Regularly reflect on how data can be used to your advantage and always look for
ways to leverage that data that will support organizational goals and guide your
sales process.
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Chapter 7

Reflecting on Your
Performance

Over half of sales teams are
expected to hit revenue goals
at least 20% higher
than the previous year
Forbes

Reflect on What You Have Accomplished
Take the time to conduct an audit of your activities and efforts throughout the year,
look at the data, and review your sales processes. Evaluate what worked, what didn’t
and what could have been done differently. Which factors effectively advanced deals
throughout the sales cycle. Did you experiment with new sales processes or
cadences? Did you use different talking points and content? Did you actively work to
improve your time management and productivity? Did you learn new skills that
enabled your success? What did your top deals look like and what made them
successful? Also don’t be afraid to ask your peers and colleagues for their input on
what sales strategies have worked for them.
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If you didn’t hit your goal, why or
why not? It’s important to figure out
what went wrong, if that is the case.
This isn’t about pointing fingers and
placing blame – it’s about identifying
a solution.
What happened with your lost opps?
Where did you encounter roadblocks?
What processes need to change? After
all, if you do what you did last time,
you’ll get the same results as last time.

2/3 of B2B organizations
believe that sales analytics
play an important role in
driving business strategy
Deloitte
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Understand How You Can Apply Key Learnings to
Future Objectives
Studies from CIO Insights found that reps who make
decisions without sales insights are undercutting
sales and hurting their performance. Utilizing
data boosts productivity, optimizes
effectiveness, and drives revenue – all key
factors in hitting stretch sales goals.
KPIs such as call rates, conversion
rates, marketing collateral usage,
average deal size, win rates,
average deal size, and deal
response time are essential
to understanding what factors
impact successes, how to deliver the
right content at the right time, and what changes will
improve performance.
If you are tracking the right metrics, it will be easier to identify next steps from that
information and use the data to inform future goal-setting.
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Conclusion
										
Your future is built one brick at a time.
									
For some, these bricks just fall from the
								
sky, align themselves on the way down and land
							
flawlessly to build a perfect house from the ground
up. Their attitude, career, and outside appearance just seems like it was an effortless
stream of events. Or, at least that’s what they want us to think.
The reality of the situation is that these types of people, the
sales leaders we view as mentors in our industry, knew from
the beginning that it takes a lot of work to build this house.
Behind the scenes, they plodded away, digging a deep
foundation for their future success. A foundation of a
healthy lifestyle, realistic goals, and being open to
change and finding mentorship curated the next
steps for taking on a heavy layer of challenges.
We hope this e-book has given you the insights and
actionable next steps needed to make 2017 your most
successful year yet!
Good Luck!
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